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A Visit to the Shelburne Museum
by Bill McDougall
had never seen a covered bridge until my visit to
Vermont in April where we drove across one in the small
town of Sunderland. It was a single lane structure with a
prominent sign warning that anyone driving faster than a
walk would be assessed a fine of one dollar' Whenever I see
a picture of a horse drawn sleigh about to enter a covered
bridge 1 want to yell, "Stop! There's no snow in there."
1 saw my second covered bridge, a sturdy two-lane
structure with a side footpath, at the entrance to the Shelburne
Museum grounds. Essentially a preservation, the museum
began its work none too soon. Had its building program not
been under way in 1949 when the state decided to replace its
last double-lane, covered bridge with a concrete structure, it
is certain that this kind of Vermont landmark would have
disappeared entirely. The 168 foot bridge was dismantled and
reassembled timber by timber at the museum. Probably
because they were fairly dark inside, covered bridges were
often referred to as "kissing bridges," but that's another story.
Hank Allen and I walked across the bridge accompanied
by Jean Burks, the museum's curator of decorative arts, who
had graciously consented to conduct a private tour of the
Shaker building which houses Shelburne's woodworking
tools. As we approached the building we saw a structure of
some eighty-six feet in length which had originally served as
a horse-stand shed built by the Shakers in East Canterbury,
New Hampshire, and brought to the museum in the early
fifties. All of its framework and boarding was cut on an up
and down saw, as the saw marks clearly indicate.
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Bill and curator Jean Burks
One of the first books on tools that I was able to buy
when I first began collecting is Woodworking Tools at the
Shelburne Museum by Frank H . Wildung, published in 1957,
which documents the collection at that time. The
woodworking tools were presented to the museum by him and
other donors and were, at that time, one of the largest
collections of its kind in America. There were 1,576 tools
then ; there appear to be many more now. Copies of Wildung's
book come up at auction from time to time, and if you don't
have a copy you might try to get one this way.
The second and third floors contain the wonderful display
of woodworking tools as well as kitchen implements, and
replicas of a harness makers shop and a shoemaker's shop
dating 1830. Also, there are a large assortment of small, cast
iron stoves; a grand display of many different kinds of scales
and stillyards (one of Jean's favorite personal coliectibles); a
collection of beautiful primitive lighting devices, candle
sticks, small lamps, and candle making equipment; and many
other great displays, all well organized and attractively
presented.
(continued on page 8)
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The purpose of CRAFTS of New Jersey is to en courage interest in early trades and industri es, and in
the identification, study, preservation and ex hibition of
tool s and implements used and made in New Jersey as
an integra l part of our heritage.
Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares
the above interests. Annual dues per person or couple
are fifteen dollars for the membership year of July I
through June 30. Membership fees may be sent to the
Treasurer: John Whelan , 38 Colony Court, Murray
Hill , NJ 07974 (write check payable to Crafts of New
Jersey).
CRAFTS of NJ meets at the HOST Masonic Lodge,
High Brid ge. Take l-78 to Route 3 i exi t at Clint on.
Go north on Rte. 31 two miles to second traffic li ght at
the High Bridge exit. Turn right and go about half a
mile to Dennis Ave. Turn left, then straight to the
Masonic Lodge ( on the left). Tailgate sa les in the
parking lot begin at 12 P.M. ; meeting starts at I P.M.
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CRAFTS Calendar of Events
Sept I 0, 2000 - CRAFTS picnic
Sept. 30, 2000 - Too/Sh ed (Nov.) free ad deadline
Nov. 5, 2000 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, NJ.
April 21, 2001 - CRAFTS Auction

CRAFTS Website

http://craftsofnj.org
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You will have received a separate notice of the picnic and
a reservation form to send back, but here is an important
reminder: reserving in advance is the only way to participate
in the great lunch that Ken has arranged for us. No
reservation, no lunch! It's that simple. Don't miss this great
tool day. Once again your Directors are springing for some
serious prizes for displays, so how about making the effort to
bring one and cash in?

2001 Auction
April 21 , 2001 is the date for the next CRAFTS Auction .
It's not too early to think about your consignments, especially
those high-end tools that might be described and pictured on
our website . Remember, we're chasing a record $115,000,
and you might as well have a slice of the new record. No junk
please. CRAFTS commission rate is 10% on lots se lling
under $500 and only 5% over that with no buyer's premium.
Check the website for details. Consignment forms will be
available at the November meeting, or by request from Greg
Welsh . If you have a great tool that yo u'd like to be on the
website, contact him directly at either 908-43 9-3266 or
glwelsh @ aol.com

John Wells
Thanks to John Well s fo r the feature in this issue. I asked
John to do the article at the CRAFTS auction in April , and in no
time it was done. John lays out his own articl es ready to go to
the printer, which is why the feature starts on page 4 rather than
on the cover. This mo ved Bil l McDougall , o ur roving reporter
and frequent contributor, up to page one for a change . Of
course, this means that John and T will not have to pay for
Yuengling in Harrisburg. John didn't leave any space at the end
of his article for us to tell you about him, so we'll do that here.
Early on he worked in his father's contracting business , and
even had his own cabi net shop before turning to architecture .
Now retired, he and his wife, Janet, are deeply into tools ,
traveling from their home in Ca liforni a to most major tool
events.
They've been collecting cabinet making tools,
especially metallic planes , since 1978. Yo u can see so me of
their fine collection in The Art of Fin e Tools and on the covers
of the June 1999 and March 2000 Gristmill.
John is Treasurer of Mid-West, and has written a number
of articles for the Gristmill, Shavings, and the Tool Shed. A
leading authority on block planes, John has authored type
studies for Stanley block planes, made drawings for PTAMPIA,
and is now working on studies of Stanley and Bailey planes.
We thank John for this superb article for the Tool Sh ed.

Last Issue?
Dues notices were mailed out around the end of May. If
you did not renew, this will be your last issue of the Tool
Shed. (If you had paid in advance you would not have
received a notice.) Dues are $15 payable to CRAFTS ofNew
Jersey. If you always forget, send $30 1 Send to Jack Whelan
at his address on this page . There will be no reminders.

Hank Allen

PRESIDENrl-,'S
COI~NER

Meet Yo11t' Dealet's
The purpose of this column is NOT to evaluate dealers,
but simply to present useful & interesting information
about tool sources .

Bill Spicer Auctions
Another term as president begins. Please join me in welcoming
Bob Garay to our board and congratulating Don Kahn , who step s
up to the position of secretary. I want to th ank all the other
incumbents who agreed to serve again. Also, a thank you to Don
Wallace who has retired as secretary (but not from th e "What's it"
sessions). Bob Garay, in case you missed th e connection, is the
teacher whose students made planes for a class project this year
spurred on by class prese ntation s from several board members and
pri zes funded by CRAFTS. The planes made a fine display at the
June meetin g .
Our speaker at the June meeting, Dave Pollak, gave a fine
demonstratio n o f sig n carving as well as so me very appreciated tips
on how he quickl y and easily ge ts a fin e edge on chi se ls and
gouges .
The CRAFTS board meets twice a yea r, in May and
December, to address issue s related to running the club. Budgets
and meeting dates are set, and proposa ls are put forth to deal with
the club's acti v ities such as the auction, picnic etc . At our May
meeting we approved entering an agreement with the Micalizzi
fami ly regarding the tools that were bequeathed to th e c lub in
Dominic' s memory. The agree ment allows for the sale of the tool s
with the proceed s being dedic ated to a specific purp ose. The board
has d ec ided th at th e ivory pl ow pl an e and the Erlandscn toolk it w ill
be so ld at our auction next April. Th e proceeds will be used to
es tabl ish a si nking fund for th e purpose of sub sidi zi ng
ca binetm akin g apprentices in New .Jersey cabin et shops. We hop e
to pay each year a S500 bonu s to two apprentices, providing they
co mplete the ir summer apprenticeships. We are exc ited about the
opportunity to encourage others to follow in Dominic's footsteps.
Th e Nove mber issue of the Tool Shed w ill have photos of the too ls,
and perhaps Herb can be persuaded to bring them again to the
p1cn1c.
Speaking about the picni c, the va lu able di splay prizes and the
poli ce officer were a hit last year, th erefore we will do it again.
Don't mi ss out on the chance to disp lay so me favor ite aspect of
yo ur co llection.
Finally, in case we forgot to mention it before, thank s to Greg
We lsh's efforts we have a ne w website a ddr ess:
www.craftsofnj.org. We intend to do more with th e web site this
year in o rder to attract members, and keep ex isting on es better
informed. I would like to thank D ave Wo lverton who a llo wed us to
"squat" on hi s website for a year. I am look in g for someone w ho
co uld manage the content for our websi te.
That 's all for now. Have a safe summer. Happy hunting and I
will see you at the picni c.
Welcome to new members: Stanley Anderso n. Cologne, MN;
Aniello Aqu ino , Suffern, NY; Mario Battistini , Bristol, PA; Samuel
& Betty Brandt, Palm yra, PA ; Jo seph C hase, Lake Ar iel, PA; Frank
Denn is, Be lvid ere , NJ; John Dou smanis, New York, NY; N ige l &
Marga ret Eva ns, G len Gardner, N J; Dennis Fleck, Milford, NJ;
Scott Han sen , Sparta, NJ; Richard & Joan Krablin , Stewartsville,
NJ; David Kretchun , Campbe ll , C A: Charles & Margaret Pilgrim,
San Francisco, CA ; David & Tracy Pollak, Dover, NJ; Harold
Ratzberg, Parsippany, NJ; An n Robin so n, New York, NY; Kent &
Barbara Sager, Boi se, ID; Bobby Sutton, Douglasville, GA; and
Warren Va lentine, Closter, NJ.
Joe

Two heads are better than one, they say. Well , here' s
proof. Bill Spicer was profiled in the June 1998 Tool Shed
and hi s tool manager, Bud Steere, in the November 1995
Tool Shed.
[Also , see "Bud's Tool Room" by Bi ll
McDougall in the September 1996 issue.] Bill is the fastest
auctioneer in th e East, and Bud knows almost everyone who
ever collected too ls. Their combined talents have brought
regular too l auction s to North Kingstown , Rhode Island , and
three more are scheduled this year. See details on page 12.
Bud ha s been so busy arrangin g auction s that he probably
won't be conti nuin g his mail order catalogs.

Bill

Bud

Actua ll y, there are reall y four people involved in these
tool aucti ons, and the other two , Beverly Spicer and Vera
Steere keep the show on course behind the scenes. Beverly
has everything computerized , so you can buy your last tool
and proceed directly to checkout. And, Vera is the one I
call if I need to know somethin g.

\
Beverly

Vera

North Kingstown is just off Route 95 before
Providence. T here are lots of other things to do in Rhode
Is land, so why not plan a vis it this fall. If not, you can place
absentee bids with Clarence Blanchard. You can reach the
Sp icers at 401-295-0339 , and the Steeres at 40 l-884-5 049.
Hank Allen
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Favorite I 9th Century American Metallic Planes
by John G. Wells
he most difficult part of writing this article was
deciding which planes to leave out. It was a hard
choice; they are all wonderful. Since there are so
many articles about the planes made by Leonard Bailei ,
Stanley, and Sargent I decided to omit them in favor of
some of the metallic planes that may not have been a
commercial success but were nonetheless marvelous
objects that deserve recognition for their aesthetic if not
technical excellence. I also avoided some
of the unique and super rare metallic
planes because of the limited opportunity
for collectors to acquire them.
As most readers know the best source
for everything about patented planes is
Roger K. Smith's two fine books:
Patented Transitional and Metallic
Planes in America, Volumes I & 2 2 • A
word of caution: the stock of Volume 1 is
almost depleted and I'm told it will not be
reprinted. Get a copy now or be prepared
to pay a premium price for a clean used
copy.

T

As described by Roger K. Smith in P-TAMPIA v.l and
v.2 3 the two known examples of the 7 ½ inch long smooth
planes, which have a round socket for both a front and rear
knob as described in the patent specification, are probably
genuine Knowles' planes. The cast sockets and the shape
of the plane's sideboards are unique design features that
can be used to distinguish between other authentic
Knowles' planes and possible copies .

Early Non-adjustable
Metallic Planes : 1827-1859
Hazard Knowles, 1827-1835.

Figure 1. (clockwise) Knowles' jointer, early Holly smooth plane,
later Holly smooth plane, Holly block plane with brass
lever cap screw, Holly block plane with brass wedge.

The story begins with Hazard Knowles. The patent
issued to him August 24, 1827 specifies: (1) a cast-iron
plane body and (2) a round socket to receive a front knob
and a round socket or a long rectangular socket to receive
a rear knob or handle. Knowles' planes had a tapered iron
held in place with a wood wedge slid into grooves in the
sideboards. This is probably the first, significant, patented
metallic plane made in America.
There are two versions of the Knowles' Patent plane
that are generally considered genuine Knowles: (a) the
type shown in P-TAMPIA v . 1, which have sideboards
with a short horizontal top edge and a small rounded spur
on the front slope and (b) the type shown in P-T AMPIA
v.2, (probably cast for Knowles by Savage and marked
"Savage") which have sideboards of a similar shape but
without the small, rounded spur. Other similar, cast-iron
planes of that period are probably copies .

1

Paul Van Pemis and I are researching Leonard Bailey 1855-1869
and would appreciate hearing from anyone who has or knows of any
advertisements, catalogues, planes, or scrapers attributable to
Leonard Bailey during that period.
2
P-TAMPIA v. l & v.2 may be purchased from the author, Roger K.
Smith, P.O. Box 177, Athol, MA 01331.
4
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Birdsill Holly, 1852 -1859
Early, Holly bench planes have a unique, robust
appearance . It is difficult to describe the effect but they
have a sort of straightforward, no-nonsense look that I find
very appealing.
Holly's July 6, 1852 patent for a cast-iron plane
specifies a cast-iron, sleeve-shaped lever cap that hooks
around the back of the frog and is locked in place with a
wood wedge . Later production models use a thumbscrew
to lock the iron and lever cap in place. See Figure 1.
The introduction of a metal lever cap locked in place
with a lever cap screw marks an important milestone in the
evolution of the modern plane. Early wood planes and
metal plate planes had a wood or metal wedge under a
wedge bolt; later examples have a wood wedge that slides
into grooves in the cheeks of the plane.
Later versions of Holy bench planes have a more
graceful shape. The lever cap still has flanges that grip the
rear of the frog but the lever cap and lever cap screw are

3

P-TAMPIA v. I, p. 15 and P-TAMPIA v. 2, p. 13.

far more delicate and sculptural. These planes
have an iron strap that secures the top of a
round, wooden handle and are supplied with
double irons. They also have small, circular or
elongated slot recesses in the sole, which were
presumably intended to reduce friction, making
them more appealing to craftsmen accustomed
to using wood planes.
Holly also made several variations of a
delightfully whimsical, boat-shaped block plane
with a captive shoe buckle lever cap. One version
has a brass wedge to lock the lever cap against
the cutter and another version has a brass lever
cap screw. The first model Stanley No. 110 block
plane has a very similar overall appearance that
may have been inspired by the Holly block
Figure 2. (clockwise) Phillips' Plow, 2nd model; Phillips' Improved plow;
planes, which were quite a bit earlier.
Lee's Stop Chamfer Plane, japanned with gold highlights;
Lee's Stop Chamfer Plane with Gothic Lever Cap .
Planes of Sculptural and Graphic
Figure 2 has a double iron and a nickel-plated lever cap
Form: 1867-1890
with a terrific gothic trefoil arch tracery cast in low relief.
The
body of the plane is finished with blaekjapanning. In
Phillips' Plow Planes, 1870-1877
my opinion it is one of the most attractive patented planes.
The second model of Phillips' plow
plane 4 is illustrated in Figure 2. It has an
early-appearing, boxy, openwork frame and
the skate is stamped "Phillips Plow Plane,
Pat'd Aug. 13 , 1867, Babson & Repplier, 7
Doane St. , Boston" in five straight lines .
Phillips' lmproved plow plane is a little
heavier and a lot more curvilinear than the
second model described above . It has a lot
of gold pin striping with red highlights on
a background of shiny, black japanning.
The skate is stamped with an oval trademark having the same wording as the
second model. "M. C. Mayo's Improved,
Jan 1, 1872" is painted in gold on the front
end of the fence.
Figure 3. (L to R) Boston Metallic T-Rabbet plane, low angle bench plane,
9 inch adjustable block plane, 7 inch adjustable block plane and 7 inch
lee's Stop Chamfer plane, 1883-1835
non-adjustable block plane with wood wedge and cast iron hood.
Two models of the Lee Stop Chamfer plane are shown
in Figure 2.
One is the more often seen cast-iron chamfer plane
with the cutter-locking arm incorporated in the right side
casting. The sides of the body are decorated with raised
scrollwork highlighted with gold. It has a black japanned
finish with "Lee's Patent, Feb. 13 , 1883" cast on the right
side in raised letters.
The other Lee's Patent Stop Chamfer Plane shown in

'The three earliest versions of Phillips plow plane are shown in the
illustration on page 86 of P-TAMP!A , v. l.

Boston Metallic Plane Ca, 1872-1874

The Boston Metallic Plane Company made several
great planes. A few of them are shown in Figure 3. I don't
know why they cast elongate openings in the beds of their
bench planes; perhaps they were trying to reduce friction
or simply make the planes lighter so they would feel more
like a wood plane. In any case the holes give the planes a
unique appearance, which is quite attractive. Lever caps
are decorated with geometric designs or stars and stripe
shields. They were obviously trying for a smashing effect;
perhap., they were planning on exhibiting at the centennial
exposition in 1876.
THE TOOL SHED - SEPTEMBER 2000
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In addition to bench planes Boston Metallic made
several attractive block planes. They usually have nickelplated lever caps with a design like those used on bench
planes. One block plane has a wood wedge covered by a
delicate, removable, cast-iron hood. If you find one of
these the hood is often missing or broken. See Figure 3.

Rodier's Planes, 1879-1882.
The bench planes designed by Louis C. Rodier and
manufactured by Laflin Manufacturing Co . are visual
knockouts. The vertical flutes in the sideboards and the
wavy corrugations in the bottom give the planes a very
distinctive and interesting appearance. The unique flared
extension at the rear of the handle on the jack and
jointer planes adds an additional note of
distinction to the design. See Figure 4.
Although Rodier's planes did not make any
significant functional advancement in the design
of woodworking planes - they have a single
cutter and depth of cut is adjusted by pivoting the
frog, which is the same concept used much earlier
by Leonard Bailey - they arc highly prized by
collectors for their attractive visual appearance.

Morris' Patented Diamond Metallic Plane,
1870-1875
The Morris' Patented Diamond Metallic
Planes arc showstoppers . Diamond Metallic
Planes gettheirname from the attractive diamond
Figure 4. (L to R) Morris' Patent Diamond Metallic jointer,
pattern of ribs cast into the sole of the plane
Rodier's jack plane, Challenge smooth plane, Bailey Tool Co .
presumably to reduce friction. The floral
Defiance smooth plane, Bailey Tool Co. in the lever cap.
decoration on the top surface of the bed and the
decorative shape of the ends of the bed give the plane a
The Challenge Plane, c.1889
very-graceful, almost-romantic appearance.
Diamond Metallic Planes don't have a cutter
Challenge planes have a simple, direct-drive cutter
adjustment mechamsm, but that really doesn't matter to
adjustment. See Figure 4. The lever cap doubles as a cap
collectors who seek them out for their stunning visual
iron; the thumbscrew that locks the lever cap also pem1its
sliding the lever cap up and down on the iron to adjust the
design. Sandusky Tool Co. manufactured the planes and
included them in their catalogue from 1870 until 1875.
distance between the leading edge of the cutting iron and
the combination cap iron/lever cap.
Metallic Plane Co, Auburn, N. Y. 1867 -1880
Challenge planes are more interesting for their strong
graphic form than for their functional features.
The three plane designers Nelson Palmer, Sidney
Palmer, and Elliot Storke designed and manufactured so
Bailey Tool Co. Planes, 1872-1879
many different planes that it boggles the imagination. In
addition to the many patents and many models they also
From a functional standpoint the best planes made by
Bailey Tool Company were the scarce first models with a
changed design details of individual models on a regular
cam-lever clamp to secure the cutting iron and cap iron.
basis. That's part of the fun of collecting Metallic Plane
Joseph R. Bailey's Mar. 14, 1871 patent, assigned half to
Co. Planes. You won't get bored because you probably
won't get them all and you'll never know what will turn up
Seldon A. Bailey, covers the cutter-locking mechanism.
Roger K. Smith describes this mechanism in P-T AMPIA
next.
v. 1, as being so effective that there is virtually no cutter
I particularly like their block planes. They take up less
space than bench planes and they are more interesting.
chatter.
The Metallic Plane Co. catalogue reprinted in PThe later Bailey Tool Co. Defiance line of bench
T AMPIA v.2, p.172-173 is a big help to collectors
planes that have "Bailey Tool Co." cast in low relief in the
face of the lever cap, are avidly sought by collectors for
interested in putting a collection of these planes together.
Metallic Plane Co. block planes -No.7, No. 8, No.9 with
their visual appeal. The model "B" block plane that has
wood knob, and No.9 with metal knob - are shown in
"Bailey Tool Co." cast in the sole is even more enticing.
Figure 5.
See Figure 4.

6
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fragile and many of them broke where the hooded
palm rest joins the lower flat portion. (Watch for
ones that have been restored by welding the rear
section of a lever cap from a Stanley block plane to
the lower flat portion of a Meriden lever cap. They
have a different profile when viewed from the side.)
A few models are shown in Figure 6.

Meriden Novelty Ca 1883 -1884
Meriden Novelty Co. made several small block
planes, which can be seen in P-T AMPIA v. 1, p.200
and v.2, p .149. One block plane with openings in the
sideboards is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 5. {L to R) Metallic Plane Co . No . 13 wood bottom plane
and block planes No. 7, No. 8, No . 9 with wood knob,
Standard Rule Co. Planes, 1883 -1888
and No. 9 with metal knob.

Late 19 th Century Planes: 1880-1900
Birmingham Plane Manufacturing Co. 1885 - 1900
William H. Ford and George D. Mosher designed
some exceptionally beautiful planes. They have a very
open profile almost like art nouveau tracery. I like the
planes made during their early years: the T-shaped rabbet
planes patented April I, 1884 and the bench planes patented Dec. 16, 1884. The T-shaped rabbet planes were
made in both adjustable and non-adjustable models ; they
even made one only 4 inches long. See Figure 6.
There are two versions of the bench planes: one has a
flat strap across the lever cap to clamp the iron in place and
the other has two cast hooks, one on each side of the lever
cap. The smallest of these , the No. 1 size, is 6 7/16 inches
long. Sec Figure 6.

Meriden Malleable Iron Co. 1883 - 1888

Solon and Arthur Rust became plane designers for the
Standard Rule Co. when they added planes to their product
line. The Standard Rule Co. made both transitional and
metallic bench planes as well as block planes. Their bench
planes are interesting from both a functional and visual
viewpoint. The cutter is adjusted by moving the fro g and
cutter together. Since the lever cap moves with the frog
and cutter, the front edge of the lever cap is also used as a
cap iron .
Standard Rule Co. block planes arc really fascinating.
Scarce versions that are not shown in the catalogue reprinted in P-T AMPIA v. 1, p.202-203 show up from time
to time. A No. 9 ¾ block plane, which had not been seen
previously, turned up at a Crane Auction a few years back
and a scarce No. 103 block plane, which was not available
when P-TAMPIA v. 1was printed, is shown in P-T AM PIA
v.2, p.148. A scarce and attractive block plane with an
extended palm rest on the hood of the lever cap is shown
in Figure 6. .

Happy collecting

Meriden Manufacturing Co. produced a very interesting line of bench
planes designed by Solon and Arthur
Rust, Joseph Baldwin, Hcm-y Beach,
and William Tidgewell. The bench
planes have an adjustable throat. A frog
that slides up and down in dovetailed
grooves and carries the cutter and lever
cap with it accomplishes adjustment of
cutting depth. See Figure 6.
Meriden block planes were made
under patents originally granted to
William Tidgewell. There were many
models, but they all have lever caps
Figure 6. (clockwise) 6 7/ 16 in. Birmingham No . 1 bench plane, 6 in. low angle
that have a unique cusp in the center
T-Rabbet, 4 in. T-Rabbet, 6 in . Meriden No. 3 adjustable block plane, 5 in .
of the front edge on the hooded palm Meriden adjustable block plane, 6 in. Standard Rule block plane with extended
rest. The lever caps are exceptionally
palm rest, and 4 ¾ in . Meriden Novelty Co. plane with cutouts in the sides.
THE TOOL SHED - SEPTEMBER 2000
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A Visit to the Shelburne Museum
by Bill McDougall continued from page I
The main tool display occupies a great wall of very wide,
horizontal boards. It's some sixty-five feet long and twenty or
more feet high. The wall is probably familiar to many of you
who have Wildung's book, as it's pictured there on pages 52-53.
Hundreds of wooden moulding planes, mostly American, are
displayed on shelves. Other types of planes, some from exotic
locations, and most other tools are displayed on large pegboard
panels mounted on the wall. Tools are identified by reference
cards placed on a guardwall, which is eight feet or so in front of
the wall. There's lots of interesting stuff behind the guardwall,
mostly too big to be put on the wall. We were privileged to don
white gloves, go behind the guardwall, and handle and examine
any of the tools. Examining the wooden planes, we found many
early makers . The first two Hank picked out, based on their early
characteristics, were by R:Ionson and Phillipson. It was a great
expenence.
Shelburne Museum, which has been called a "collection of
collections," is home to thirty-seven exhibit buildings housing
some eighty thousand objects that span three centuries! There's
something here for everyone - paintings, books, texti !es,
furniture, glass, pewter, silver, vehicles, the side-wheeler
Ticonderoga, and more - so a visit here can be very enjoyable,
even if you're accompanied by (or married to) someone not
sophisticated enough to be interested in tools.
Electra Havemeyer Webb, an avid collector of American
antiques, and her husband James Watson Webb established
Shelburne museum. In 194 7 she bought land near the center of
the town of Shelburne and had buildings moved onto the site and
refurbished to house her many collections. Unfortunately,
because of time constraints, we did not get to visit any of the
other collections, but the chance to see the exhibition of tools
and trades was well worth the trip.
Jean Burks is new to Shelburne, but has worked at several
other museums and restorations. Following her engineer
husband around the country led her to Shelburne. She is an
expert in most areas under her care, but is pretty new to tools.
Maybe our visit was mutually beneficial. Certainly it was lively
&nd enjoyable, and we're sure she would welcome visits by other
tool collectors and the opportunity to talk tools.
ea.-
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Lighting Devices

Cooper's Tools

Tanner's Knives

Threshold Gauges
by Bob Nelson
itting a threshold across the bottom of a doorframe
requires two measurements. One is the width of the
space in which the door is mounted. The other is the
narrower width against which the door is seated.
Accordingly, a threshold piece being mounted across the
bottom of the frame mu st be cut to match these two
dimensions.
This article pictures and briefly discusses three
different patented gauges designed to ease a carpenter's
fitting of such thresholds. All three consist of a body that
works like an extension rule to measure one width and has
offset pieces on each end that adjust to the other width.
After the tools arc set up in the doorfra me, they can be
used as templates to mark the thre shold piece to be cut.

F

MACKER GAUGE

Neither of these is on the tool pictured or mentioned in the
instruction sheet. Macker apparently decided they were of
too little benefit to be worth their extra cost.
There is a story about the Macker gauge that seems to
be fairly widely known. Per it, a trove of Macker gauge
parts were found in a Grafton attic about 20 or so years
ago. This was presumably the house where Macker had
lived and the parts were presumably unsold stock. Some
antique dealer supposedly bought these parts, assembled
them , and trickled them out into the antique tool market
over the next few years. No one who knows the story
seems to know (or is willing to tell) the name of that
dealer, possibly because some versions of the story say the
parts were not always assembled correctly and some of the
gauges have "two left feet" or such. None of these gauges
I have seen are recalled as showing many signs of normal
wear and tear, and it may well be that far more of them
came from this old attic stock than from old users. Per the
story, a supply of instruction sheets (such as came with
mine) was found with the parts; it seems unlikel y that suc h
sheets would have been found with many original user
tools.
SCOTT/HARVEY/SCOTT GAUGE

Figure 1

Dean Winslow Macker of Grafton, Massachusetts, was
issued a 6 August 1889 patent (#408,496) for the gauge
shown in Fig. I. That gauge is marked: MADE BY D.W.
MACKER, NORTH GRAFTON, MASS. / PATENTED
AUG. 6 1889. Macker was born 13 March 1850 and died
20 March 1935. He was not born in Grafton and may have
originally bee n from Holyoke, Massachusetts, where he
was married at the age of 26. His wife, Susie Marie
Brooks, was from North Grafton. Macker moved there
after the wedding and was listed in directories as a
carpenter there until 1929. In 1931 he was listed as retired.
The Macker patent says that the use of his gauge avoids
"the loss of time and labor consumed by the usual method
of taking and transferring separately the series of
measurements and obviating the liability of making errors
and the production of non-fitting joints." A small , onepage instruction sheet, using identical wording, provides
directions for using the gauge and shows its price to be
$3 .00. Lacking any mention of any other gauges of this
type, this may be the earliest patent for such a tool. The
patent describes an accessory clamp that could be used to
add an extension piece if the domway were wider than the
reach of the standard gauge. It also shows finger pieces on
each end that extend sideways from the center bar and
align it on the side edge of the threshold stock being cut.

Figure 2

On 25 September 1894, the Fig. 2 gauge was patented
(#526 ,638) by Charles H. Scott, Charles H. Harvey, and
Brigham R. Scott, all of Fitchburg, Massachusetts . It is
marked : PAT SEP / 25 94. All three men were listed as
carpenters in the 1894 Fitchburg directory, and both Scotts
were shown living on Lunenburg Rd. However, it is not
known if the Scotts were living in the same house, if or
how they were related, or if the three worked together.
Brigham S. Scott was last listed in Fitchburg in 1902. The
1915 directory shows Harvey as having moved to
Billerica, a smaller town about 25 miles east of Fitchburg.
Charles S. Scott was last listed in 1924; his wife's 1947
obituary calls her a widow. She was 81 when she died, so
Charles was probably born before 1866.
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The ends of this gauge can be angled and the
extensions fully retracted. This allows it to be used for
fitting stair treads, shelving, etc., as well as door
thresholds. There are other known patented and user-made
tools designed specifically for fitting stair treads and
shelves that go against side pieces that may not be exactly
parallel.
One quite similar to this gauge is still being made and
sold today as a stair gauge. The patent calls this tool a
bevel and the incorporation of a threshold fitting capability
seems somewhat secondary to that stair use; however, the
supplemental extensions are cited in all three of the
patent's claims and may be the key patentable factor
distinguishing this gauge from other stair gauges.

Drilling True with Brace and Bit
Those with incredible memories will recall Graham
Blackbum writing in the April 1999 Tool Shed about how
to judge whether you're drilling accurately with a brace
and bit. Subsequently, Jim Gauntlett wrote to Graham
describing his trick of using a key ring to keep a bit in a
horizontal plane when drilling. At the same time he sent
the sketch below to the Tool Shed.

ANDERSSON GAUGE

Mf_'THt>D ~
AJ.)GEIJ... "'e,,1-T"

Figure 3

The Fig. 3 gauge is marked: PAT'D JULY 31, 1906.
That patent (#827,284) was issued to John Adolph
Andersson of Worcester, Massachusetts. Worcester
directories of that period show nine men named John A.
Anderson and 28 more named John Anderson, but no one
with the two "s" spelling of the patent. Among the
occupations listed for them are a carpenter and a machinist.
While the patent holder may have been one of these, it has
been impossible to identify him specifically as any of the
37 possibilities. This patent acknowledges the existence of
other threshold gauges and bases its claims on the four end
pieces going against the doorframe being spring loaded. A
variety of benefits are claimed for this, including the ends
tilting to reflect any deviations from full squareness. In
practice, this makes the tool harder to set up than the other
two and leaves the exact point where the step-down cut is
to be made somewhat uncertain. Possibly this is a case of
a man desperate to obtain a patent, but finding all of the
better ideas already taken?

SUMMARY
I have not conducted a thorough patent or marketplace
search for threshold gauges, and there were quite probably
others. The relative scarcity of the three I have described,
and the assumed even-greater scarcity of any others,
implies that their inventors perceived a greater need for
such gauges than carpenters of the time did - as was true of
inventors of many other tools.
e&,
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One day on eBay I came across the leveling device
pictured below which has the same purpose - except that it
can be used for perpendicular drilling as well. From Don
Rosebrook's New England supplement, American Level
Patents Illustrated and Explained, I found it was Henry
Green's second patent of March 31, 1891. Green's patent
was assigned to John Tower and was manufactured by
Tower & Lyon of New York.
'\,

Checking Don's index of categories of levels, I found
four other New England patented leveling devices for
brace and bit. All were patented between 1884 and 1890,
earlier than Green's patent. It should not surprise Stanley
collectors that one of them was by Justus Traut. George
Wood's leveling device patented of November 11, 1887
functioned much the same as Jim Gauntlett's key-ring
sketch above, except that it had an indicator. Realistically
though, you may be drilling perfectly horizontal using one
of these devices and still be drilling at an angle. Maybe we
need a cross level, or how about a laser!
... Hank Allen

Displaying Tools

DATELINE NASHUA

by John Gilmore

"LIVE FREE OR DIE " Premier on September 9

've been a sawset enthusiast ever since the late Paul
Morgan's collection came up at the Hurchalla auctions
several years ago. Todd Friberg added to the enjoyment with
his 1996 book Patented American Sawsets . [Second Edition
is now available from Todd at Osage Press.]
At last fall's SWTCA-RMTC-PAST meeting in Albuquerque, which Bill McDougall informs me means "white oak," (He
was given a white oak pin by the mayor of Albuquerque, Spain.)
I found a great sawset display .by John Gilmore of Boulder,
Colorado, and photographed it with his permission.
John made four beautifully constructed, hinged, oak cases
with removable, lined, interior panels on which the tools are
mounted. The cases fold up for protection and portability. There
were around 90 saw tools in his display, including early models
through the more-recent, pistol-grip Stanley types, as well as
wrests, jointers, etc . Each sawset has a label with the patentee
and/or maker and patent date. Here's an idea for you to use with
any number of small tools. In fact, you could have several sets
of panels, which you could select for display.
Hank Allen

Steve Mitchell, owner of Your Country Auctioneer,
announced in Hillsboro at his July Flea Market and
Auction that his September auctions would not be held in
Nashua, but in his auction gallery in Allenstown. This was
pure economics; the value of tools he had for the sale in
September would not support the overhead associated with
an auction at the Holiday Inn in Nashua. Steve told me
that he is working to obtain some major collections, and
will return his auctions to Nashua from time-to-time as
circumstances warrant. This would have left a big gap in
our auction-going schedule this fall.

I

TO THE RESCUE
Believing that the Spring and Fall tool auctions in
Nashua have been traditional events to collectors for the
buying and selling of fine tools and the exchange of
camaraderie, five well-known dealers have stepped up to
preserve that tradition. Ron Cushman, Martin & Kathy
Donnelly, Allan Foster, Patrick Leach, and Dale Lumsden
have arrangements in place for a Tailgate Sale and Auction
at the Holiday Inn in Nashua on September 8th and 9th Starting under the name "Live Free or Die Auctions," their
challenge is to put together sufficient catalog-quality tools
that will make us want to be there. And, they will have to
do that and promote the event in record-setting time. I'm
betting they will succeed.
WHAT CAN WE DO?
First, we can plan our regular fall trip to the Holiday
Inn in Nashua for September. Call 603-888-1551 for
reservations. By the time you read this it will be too late to
consign tools to the auction, but you can start thinking
about consignments for future auctions. The seller's
commission rate will be 15%. You can call Dale Lumsden
at his shop 508-385-2478 or at his home 508-362-4425 or
e-mail him at dovetail@hotmail.com to discuss
consignments.
INFORMATION
There will be no dealer show this year (there probably
will be in the future), but tailgating on Friday and Saturday
is encouraged. No seller's setup fee! Information about the
auction is on Martin's website www.mjdtools.com along
with a list of the auction lots with estimated prices and
photos. For a list send $3 to Live Free or Die Auctions,
PO Box 281, Bath, NY 14810. The auction preview is at
8 a.m. on the 9th and the auction commences at 10:31 a.m.
Also, you can call Kathy for information at 800-869-0695,
or e-mail her at mjd(a)mjdtools.com.
Hank Allen
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Fall Auction Schedule

Buy, Swap, & Sell

Sept. 8 & 9: Holiday Inn Nashua, New Hampshire. Live
Free or Die Auctions Tailgate (both days) and Auction (on
the 9 th ) . Tailgating is FREE for sellers. Check Martin
Donnelly's website www.mjdtools.com for information and
a list of tools in the auction, or call Kathy at 800-869-0695.

CRAFTS members only may have a free 5 line (40 word) ad that
is primarily related to the exchange of tools or information. Each
line over 5 is $1. Send to: Stuart Shippey, 251 Hillside Ave.,
Chatham NJ 07928-1732, FAX 973 701-2050, or email:
stushippey@prodigy.net. Ads accepted if space permitted.

Sept. 10, Dec. 3: Fine Tool Journal absentee auctions.
Contact Clarence Blanchard for information or subscription
at 207-688-4962 or www.finetoolj.com.
Sept. 16: Boyertown, Pennsylvania. Barry Hurchalla's
auctions. Barry needs tools! Call Barry 610-323-0333 to
consign tools or to get on his mailing list.

For Sale
Sequential band saw set (for setting BS blades) MANF'D BY
A.E.CUNNINGHAM, WORCESTER, MASS, Pat 7758. $100+
$10 Sh. Chuck Pilgrim , 530 Euclid Ave. , San Francisco , CA
94118 Call 415 752-9990
E-mail pilgrim@sirius.com
Manufactured and Patented Spokeshaves & Similar Tools:

Sept. 22-23: Allenstown, New Hampshire (NOT NASHUA).
Your Country Auctioneer's Annual Tool Sale and Antique
Tool Auctions (Listed on the 22th & Catalog on the 23th).
Contact Steve Mitchell for information at 603-485-2800 or
visit his website at toolauctioneer.com.

Identification of the Artifacts and Profiles of the Makers and
Patentees. $75+$5 s&h. Order direct or request brochure . Tom
Lamond , 30 Kelsy Pl. Lynbrook , NY 11563-1516.

Wanted
Sept 30: England. David Stanley's 36th International
Catalog Auction. You can contact David at 0 11-44-1530222320 or at Davidstanley@btinternet.com. Check David's
website at www.davidstanley.com. Call Mechanicks
Workbench for a catalog 508-748-1680.
Sept./Oct. : Tom Witte's has no auction this fall, but will
next spring. You can reach Tom at 616-668-4161.
Oct. 7, Nov. 18: North Kingstown, Rhode Island. Bill
Spicer's tool auctions managed by Bud and Vera Steere.
Call Vera for information or to get on Bill's mailing list 401884-5049. Send $2 for a list to 110 Glenwood Drive, N.
Kingstown, RI 02852.
Oct. 20-21: Sheraton Inn East, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
Brown's16th Annual Dealer Show and International
Antique Tool Auction. Contact Clarence Blanchard for a
catalog or information at 207-668-4962 or
www.finetoolj.com.

Notices
Cory Amsler, curator at the Mercer Museum in
Doylestown, Pennsylvania, reports that the Museum's
annual Tool Discovery Day will be held on November 4th
from 10am to 3pm. Come and see exhibits and programs
by CRAFTS and EAIA members, as well as the Museum's
vast collection.
For lunch your editor recommends
Maxwell's Restaurant and Victorian Pub.

Drill bits for a push drill with a 4 jaw chuck . The bits have 4 longi tudinal grooves in the shank (see picture on page 93 of The Art
of Fine Tools). Jay Samuels 609-951-4181; JXS@JMPS.COM
Corn-husking pegs - wood, bone, wrought, or unusual
manufactured styles. Also catalogs- Boss , Kewanee , Clark , etc.
Interested in information you may have for a research project.
Sue Jacob 215-822-1020 or 44 E. Hillcrest Avenue, Chalfont, PA
18914-2717.
Gunter's chain - full size (66') with pegs if available. Mockridge
too ls. My middle name is Mockridge. Collecting examples of their
work. Wilma Sagurton 973-543-4724
Anything "Stanley:" tools, literature, advertising, etc. Also any
"Victor" or "Defiance" planes. Bill Hermanek 516-360-1216, 31
Wildwood La., Smithtown NY 11787 bhermanek@aol.com
Research Information ... Scrapers: incl. Biade marks, examples ,
ads, manufactured and/or patented for woodworking or related
trades; (hand, cabinet, floor, box, etc.) Blade mark drawings,
sketches, or photos helpful. Also buying scrapers. Tom Lamond,
30 Kelsey Pl., Lynbrook, NY 11563

Now A,,/P,.j[P,.p[~ _frofr.. lntrl'.IJP,.[ f rt55 . ..

AMERICAN LEVELS AND THEIR MAKERS
Vol. I : New England
by Don Rosebrook
A wonderful work ... This unique book is an absolute
must for every tool collector. Interesting to read, the
result of extensive reseach. and backed up with over
600 photographs (several in color) and other illustrations.
It is a book that should no'. be missed.
$65 + $4 .50 S&H
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